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Technology trends for 2021 
From virtual reality to home office, Corona shapes the technology trends of 2021. How to present the 3 hottest technology trends for 2021.
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 The Corona pandemic has driven the digitization of many companies, that much is certain. Homeoffice has been established nationwide, and schools and schools are also taking place remotely – digitalization could not have been accelerated. And even after the lockdown, it is likely that the possibility of home office will continue in many companies where this option did not exist before. According to forecasts, twice as many people as before the pandemic will now work in the home office, as well as many business trips will simply be eliminated. Robots, 5G, VR and AI will be a major part of remote work and schooling in the future, and tech giants will be pushing faster than ever.




What awaits us in terms of AI (artificial intelligence) and robots?
Algorithms already manage and interpret the most important data in the world and their use will continue to increase in the future. Advertising is switched with their help, stock prices are predicted, science is being done. The methods are therefore further refined. Algorithms have also played and continue to play a central role in helping to combat pandemics in tracking infection patterns and predicting omissions in the health system. Demand and demand are also rising in trends towards smart homes, from self-ordering refrigerators to consumer electronics, especially in the age of Corona.
Not only artificial intelligence, but also the machine is becoming more and more sophisticated. For example, Google and Amazon are building robots equipped with spatial vision to help them grip things better. Robots are mainly considered in areas such as care or assisted living. But Amazon also uses so-called „pickers“, gripper robots, in their daily operations. Such robots could also be externally controllable in the future.
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   Unleashing the Equestrian Spirit: Exploring the World of Horse Riding 
Welcome to the dynamic world of horse riding, where the bond between human and horse transcends mere sport and becomes a symphony of movement, trust, and grace. In this blog[…]
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   The Technology Behind Air Velocity Sensors Explained 
In a world where precision and efficiency are paramount, the subtle yet critical role of air velocity sensors often goes unnoticed. These unsung heroes of technology play a pivotal role[…]
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   Set up a small online store for jewelry – this is how it works 
Having your own small online store is a dream for many. Work from home and earn extra money independently – why not? Many, for example, tinker with jewelry and sell[…]
  Read more 
  techworld24  April 27, 2023  0
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Trends for 2021
What progress has been made in VR (virtual reality)?What progress has been made in VR (virtual reality)?
In the future, VR could also be increasingly used in remote work. VR glasses project virtual environments into the user’s field of view, creating an immersive experience. Scientists complain that there is no group feeling in classic video meetings. Companies are already successfully using VR for meetings. Studies show that from a call with more than five people it becomes more difficult to follow what is said and you switch off more quickly inwardly. So the communication ditch generated by digital meetings via popular video calls would bridge VR: the human experience is more immediate and authentic and you can no longer look at your smartphone so easily. Presentations also become more lively: in three-dimensional space, people can view objects together or paint them on virtual panels. The sound quality of the voices is also very high and also oriented towards a three-dimensional space. A big problem, however, is that the virtual avatars do not yet have fine facial expressions. So the interpersonal experience still suffers. Cameras that capture the face of users are still future music. Also, a major shortcoming of VR technology are the unwieldyness and clobiness of the glasses.What progress has been made in VR (virtual reality)?
In the future, VR could also be increasingly used in remote work. VR glasses project virtual environments into the user’s field of view, creating an immersive experience. Scientists complain that there is no group feeling in classic video meetings. Companies are already successfully using VR for meetings. Studies show that from a call with more than five people it becomes more difficult to follow what is said and you switch off more quickly inwardly. So the communication ditch generated by digital meetings via popular video calls would bridge VR: the human experience is more immediate and authentic and you can no longer look at your smartphone so easily. Presentations also become more lively: in three-dimensional space, people can view objects together or paint them on virtual panels. The sound quality of the voices is also very high and also oriented towards a three-dimensional space. A big problem, however, is that the virtual avatars do not yet have fine facial expressions. So the interpersonal experience still suffers. Cameras that capture the face of users are still future music. Also, a major shortcoming of VR technology are the unwieldyness and clobiness of the glasses.







Trends for 2021
What to expect from 5G?What to expect from 5G?
5G means not only more fluid internet, a stronger connection and energy-saving operation. 5G will bring a new revolution in Internet use. By 2025, there are expected to be up to 2.7 billion new mobile connections. 5G allows us to process modern technologies via the smartphone and provides the corresponding cloud performance for data processing.5G is 100 times faster than LTE. This means that streaming in real time is possible from anywhere. The 5G technology also serves as a basis for autonomous driving, requiring response times of less than one millisecond to ensure absolutely reliable technology. Virtual and augmented reality are also supported. And 5G will also be indispensable in the areas of smart cities, logistics and smart agriculture: faster machine-to-machine communication ensures this and connects huge quantities of devices and components in different locations. But Elon Musk and his company SpaceX are also experimenting with satellites that are designed to provide internet coverage with high transmission rates, even in remote areas. There are currently 894 satellites in operation. But it is expected to be up to 30,000.What to expect from 5G?
5G means not only more fluid internet, a stronger connection and energy-saving operation. 5G will bring a new revolution in Internet use. By 2025, there are expected to be up to 2.7 billion new mobile connections. 5G allows us to process modern technologies via the smartphone and provides the corresponding cloud performance for data processing.5G is 100 times faster than LTE. This means that streaming in real time is possible from anywhere. The 5G technology also serves as a basis for autonomous driving, requiring response times of less than one millisecond to ensure absolutely reliable technology. Virtual and augmented reality are also supported. And 5G will also be indispensable in the areas of smart cities, logistics and smart agriculture: faster machine-to-machine communication ensures this and connects huge quantities of devices and components in different locations. But Elon Musk and his company SpaceX are also experimenting with satellites that are designed to provide internet coverage with high transmission rates, even in remote areas. There are currently 894 satellites in operation. But it is expected to be up to 30,000.
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